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The pack includes not one, but three texture overlays, which you can toggle on and off
using your regular Minecraft “Shaders” settings. The three options you have are: Simply,
Bigger, and Bigger and Better. So, I got this shader pack for the default Minecraft shader

pack, but it's all written in the same shader language as vanilla Minecraft, so I can't
really use it as an alternative. It'd be a better shader pack were it written for 2.0.1, but
since that never came out I guess a lot of mods will never see it. I'm not even sure if I'll
be able to get many people to stick with it for long enough to see any development. Just
imagine yourself in front of an urban environment, the lights off, the windows low, the

players inside, you know, kinda like some sort of nightmare scenario. The city is going to
be the same colour as the walls in that case, and there's no way you could ever see it
like that with vanilla Minecraft. With the pixel shader, it'd be totally visible. I've put the

setting to maximum, so we'll see how it goes. While my collection of shaders grew
relatively recently thanks to Nostalgia and Unbelievable Shaders, I really got into shaders

at the last moment, when Sonic Ether's Unbelievable Shaders came out. I'd gotten
accustomed to some of the colors and rendering concepts, and sure, Nostalgia made

them look better, but Sonic Ether made them look rad. The lighting options are unreal,
and the real topic of this screenshot is the first of a long list of awesome things you can
do with this pack: textures. That searing green thing you see is a pair of dynamic grass,
set on their absolute peak of maximum intensity. I can see this in a field of green grass,

or in a thick clump of grass in the forest, or anywhere else where it'd look especially nice.
These can't be toggled directly, you'll have to either click the text field with the following

text in it and choose the preset by scrolling, or you'll have to mod the file common.h,
which you can't do unless you're an expert at writing shaders at this point. You can do

almost any kind of grass texture you want, from all the presets.
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However, with that said, if you're in the market for some other shaders that you feel are
better, check out the Xy's Minecraft guides and see if they fit your needs. Alternatively,
try one of the shaders in this list. It's your call. Enough of Vanilla Plus. On to the meat of
the matter, and for those of you wondering what on earth I'm talking about, I'm referring

to the subtle changes to Minecraft's lighting, and the new colours and materials that
these changes introduce to the game. With Vanilla Plus Shaders, every pixel of your
Minecraft world is the way it was meant to be. It really is the perfect shader pack for
Minecraft. Everything from the lighting and materials to the NPC characters has been

wonderfully enhanced, and in return it makes your world look spectacular, even if you're
not that technically savvy to create some amazing Minecraft mods from these packages.

I think it's fair to say that this is the best and most Minecrafty shader pack there is. It
definitely made my world start to look like how I wanted it to look. But - and it's a big but
- I can't say this for any other shader package on this list. The performance of this pack
doesn't hold up under load, and if you're planning on using Sodium, it can cause you a
bit of a headache. I would suggest only using this shader pack on low-end PCs, or for

your hobbyist projects. This is another pack that I can't say too much about. Once again,
just an overpowered shader pack, and I can't say which is better. Buy it if you want to -
and if you're looking for a powerful shading pack that can help you make your next mod

even better, it's certainly worth a shot - but I can't really vouch for it. It's a bit like
continuing to use Photoshop after you've learned all about GIMP. 5ec8ef588b
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